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Abstract—This paper describes the MetaCore system which is
an application-specific instruction-set processor (ASIP) development system targeted for digital signal processor (DSP) applications. The goal of the MetaCore system is to offer an efficient design
methodology meeting specifications given as a combination of performance, cost, and design turnaround time. The MetaCore system
consists of two major design stages: design exploration and design
generation. In the design exploration stage, MetaCore system accepts a set of benchmark programs and structural/behavioral specifications for the target processor and estimates the hardware cost
and performance for each hardware configuration being explored.
Once a hardware configuration and instruction set are chosen, the
system helps generate the target processor design in the form of
hardware description language (HDL) along with the application
program development tools such as C compiler, assembler, and instruction set simulator. The effectiveness of the MetaCore system
was verified with a successful design of MDSP-II, a programmable
DSP processor targeted for mobile communication.
Index Terms—Application-specific instruction-set processor
(ASIP), design efficiency, design turnaround time, digital signal
processor, processor specification, retargetable compilation.

I. INTRODUCTION

D

IGITAL signal processors (DSP’s) are used in an extremely diverse range of applications, from speech,
audio, and telecommunication on the low-frequency side of
the spectrum to image, video, and radar processing on the
high-frequency side [1]. However, no single DSP can meet the
requirements in terms of throughput, area, and power consumption of all applications. The requirement for the competitive
performance for a specific application has generated a need
for the so-called application-specific instruction-set processor
(ASIP) [2], [3].
Two things are very important for a successful ASIP design,
especially for the consumer-electronics market. The first objective of the ASIP design is the design quality addressed in terms
of speed, power, chip area, and flexibility. In the ASIP design,
the most important issue is the definition of architecture and instruction set, which are closely affected by each other. In other
words, instruction set designed without the knowledge of sufficient details of the underlying architecture generally incurs
excessive execution time and hardware cost. The matching between architecture and the instruction set can only be achieved
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through a diverse exploration of design space based on the understanding of the interaction between architecture (hardware)
and algorithm of the given application (software).
The second objective of the ASIP design is the short turnaround time, which depends on the efficiency of transforming
the given processor specification to lower level design, e.g.,
chip layout. The traditional design approach of describing design entity using hardware description language (HDL) or a
schematic and verifying the design using simulation needs a significant number of iterations between higher level specification
and lower level implementation.
In this paper, we present a systematic approach called
MetaCore to develop an ASIP for DSP applications. MetaCore
system consists of two major design stages: design exploration and design generation. MetaCore system, given a set of
benchmark programs and structural/behavioral specifications
of target ASIP as its inputs, produces information on the design
such as performance/cost parameters for the given processor
configuration, which guides the designer through the subsequent steps of decisions or choices among alternatives. Another
salient feature of the MetaCore system is that it generates the
ASIP design in the form of HDL along with a set of application
program development tools such as C compiler, assembler, and
instruction set simulator.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews related works on ASIP for DSP applications. Section III
describes the design philosophy and framework of the proposed
MetaCore system. Section IV presents the ASIP design flow
based on the MetaCore design environment. Section V describes
a practical ASIP design example based on the MetaCore design
flow, followed by concluding remarks.
II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we briefly review the existing ASIP development systems. Instruction set optimization, which is one of
the most important tasks in the ASIP design process, was once
viewed as the selection of appropriate instructions from the predefined super set. An early system in this direction includes the
EPICS [4] and PEAS-I [3], [5], where the given reconfigurable
architecture is tuned to each specific application by changing
some architectural parameters such as bit width of hardware
functional blocks, register file size, memory size, etc. PEAS-I
generates profiling information from the given set of application
programs. Based on the profiles, the user selects useful instructions from a predefined super set. Selecting instructions from a
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super set cannot always fully satisfy the demand of diverse applications. In these systems, however, the predefined super set
is fixed, i.e., not extensible by the user.
On the other hand, Holmer [6] and Huang [7] have focused
on generating the instruction set. They adopted the pipelined
control model and parameterized datapath. The parameters
for the datapath include the number of read/write ports of
register/memory, number of functional units, and the number
of cycles for memory operation. For a given set of parameters,
the instruction set that best utilizes the hardware resources
is synthesized such that minimal cycle count for the given
benchmarks is achieved. However, the underlying architecture
they assumed is based on the register-based load/store machine,
which is not suitable for DSP applications having extensive
memory interactions. Another problem, as stated by the authors
of [7], is that they cannot deal with the large-size real-world
applications.
Recently, various ASIP development systems that permit
user-defined application-specific instructions to be equipped
with the target processor have been introduced including
FlexWare [8], Chess [9], ILP-based approach [10], Move [11]
Aviv [12], and Xtensa [13]. Each of these systems consists
of its own processor description language and a retargetable
code generator. The processor description language is used to
describe the target processor's instruction set and the hardware
structure, while the major task of the retargetable code generators is generating the optimized machine code for the target
processor. There is a large variety in the processor description
languages of the systems: for example, list of instructions
only [8], behavioral descriptions only [10], and mixed behavioral/structural descriptions [9], [12], [13]. Some of these
are insufficient to precisely describe the hardware operations
of the target processor. On the other hand, the retargetable
code generation procedures in the systems are all similar, i.e.,
the retargetable code generators convert the input application
program into a dataflow graph, and cover the dataflow graph
with patterns that correspond to target instructions. One of
the weaknesses of these systems is that they hardly provide
feedback to the target processor design, i.e., the user cannot
know the efficiency of the designed target processor. FlexWare
includes an instruction set simulator, Insulin [8], which provides a cycle-based VHDL simulation. However, the simulator
is only used to debug the application program. On the other
hand, Chess [9] and Xtensa [13] provide only the usage count
(UC) of each hardware block and instruction in the cadidate
instruction set. Another problem is that the systems in [9],
[10], and [12] do not provide any link to hardware synthesis
systems, so that the user has to do substantial work to get the
target processor, which includes HDL coding and simulation.
MetaCore system proposed in this paper adopts a DSP-oriented architecture and provides various design facilities such as
processor description languages and retargetable system software which cover the whole ASIP design stages from design
exploration to design generation. The processor description languages provide a precise description of the behavior of each instruction and hardware block of the target processor. During the
design exploration stage, MetaCore system provides feedback
as to the efficiency of current design based on the analysis of

hardware cost and dynamic behavior of application programs.
Furthermore, the system gives hints for the user to develop application-specific instructions. MetaCore system also generates
synthesizable HDL code for the given processor specification as
a standard link to modern hardware synthesis system.
III. DESIGN PHILOSOPHY AND FRAMEWORK
Major issues in the design of MetaCore system are:
1) how to obtain programmable yet efficient microarchitecture for given DSP applications;
2) how to extract features (such as instruction set and requirement for special functional blocks) for improving
the performance/cost ratio of the target processor;
3) how to automatically generate the target DSP processor
equipped with the extracted features.
In order to solve these problems, we have developed MetaCore system which consists of a reconfigurable architecture,
processor specification language, and a number of tools supporting ASIP design (the tools will be described in following
section).
The reconfigurable architecture is designed to meet the general characteristics of various DSP applications. The reconfigurability offers a high degree of performance/cost optimization
as required for each specific application by supporting the MetaCore user to modify the instruction set and the architecture of
the target processor. In the MetaCore system, the modifications
of the instruction set and architecture, either addition of some
application-specific instructions with or without the incorporation of some macro blocks supporting them, or some deletions,
if necessary, are guided by such information as UC of each instruction, gate count, and frequent sequence of contiguous instructions as provided through the built-in analysis of benchmark programs.
To make the core and relevant software modification process
simple and flexible, the MetaCore system is provided with structural/behavioral specification language, with which one can describe the target data path and the instruction set architecture
(ISA). The structural language is called MetaCore structural language (MSL), and the behavioral language is called MetaCore
behavioral language (MBL).
A. Microarchitecture and Instruction Set
DSP applications are generally characterized as computationally intensive with a large data set, loop-dominant control flow
behavior, and accumulation-based operations [1]. To support
these characteristics, it is necessary that the microarchitecture
should support effective data communication between memory
system and execution units, low-overhead loop control, and accumulator-based instruction set architecture. MetaCore system
provides predefined microarchitecture supporting the general
characteristics of various DSP applications.
Fig. 1 shows the structure of predefined microarchitecture
provided by the MetaCore system. The heart of the microarchitecture consists of three execution units operating in parallel,
i.e., program control unit (PCU), data arithmetic and logical
unit (DALU), and address generation unit (AGU). The PCU is
a pipelined instruction decoder with branching (direct/indirect
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Fig. 2. The description and actual operations of the arithmetic instruction
MAC. MAC instruction performs four arithmetic operations (including
multiplication, accumulation, and two address calculations) and two operand
fetches from data memories DMEM0 and DMEM1.

Fig. 3. Typical organization of instruction set of the ASIP designed based on
MetaCore.

Fig. 1.
AGU.

The microarchitecture of MetaCore consisting of PCU, DALU, and

jump, call/return) and interrupt handling (goto/return from interrupt). The PCU also supports hardware-do loop [1] capability
that reduces the cycle overhead for loop control. The DALU,
which consists of the Multiply-ACcumulate (MAC) unit and
various basic hardware units, have been designed to optimize
the time-critical inner-loop functions of DSP algorithms. The
DALU also contains the flag unit (FU) including flag register
that is updated when arithmetic/logic instructions are executed.
The flag register consists of four flag fields such as carry
, overflow
, zero
, and negative
. The AGU is
responsible for effective indirect addressing of data operands in
memory. The AGU contains dedicated interconnections among
address registers (AR's) and increment/decrement capabilities
for efficient traversal of the special memory structures. The
addressing modes supported by the AGU are linear, modular,
and bit-reverse mode [1], [14].
The parallel processing capability, e.g., performing the execution of arithmetic/logic operation, fetching operands from
memory and updating the operand address pointer in parallel,
is heavily exploited for increasing the data throughput. For example, Fig. 2 shows the MAC instruction which multiplies two
operands pointed to by address registers AR1 and AR2 and accumulates the result in a0. During multiplication and accumulation, the address pointers AR1 and AR2 are incremented by
one in parallel.
The design style of the predefined microarchitecture is parameterized and pipelined. The architectural parameters include
register file size, bus width, address space of each memory,
and bit width of functional blocks. The pipeline consists of five
stages for instruction fetch, instruction decode, operand read,
execute, and result write. The first two stages, instruction fetch
and instruction decode, have the same behavior for all instructions, while the behaviors of the remaining three stages, operand
read, execute, and result write, are dependent on the semantics
of the instructions.
MetaCore system has a predefined instruction set which
consists of instructions mostly used in the implementation of

various DSP applications (see Fig. 3). The predefined instructions are classified into two classes, i.e., basic class (B-set) and
optional class (O-set). B-set includes 12 arithmetic/logic instructions, six data move instructions, and nine control transfer
instructions. O-set includes 13 arithmetic/logic instructions.
The B-set instructions are essential and are not omissible from
any ASIP designed under the MetaCore environment, while
the O-set instructions can be eliminated to satisfy given design
constraints.
The user can construct the target instruction set by selecting
useful instructions from the predefined instruction set. The instruction set customization helps the user to design a cost-effective DSP processor. After selecting the useful instruction from
the predefined instruction set, further design refinement can be
achieved by modifying datapath structure and specifying application-specific instructions. The instruction set of the ASIP
as generated via MetaCore consists of three groups, i.e., all
the instructions in the B-set of the predefined instruction set,
some instructions selected from O-set, and user-defined application-specific instructions.
B. Specification of Target Processor
The processor (target ASIP) specification in the MetaCore
system is described using the structural specification language
MSL and behavioral specification language MBL. MSL is used
to specify the data path structure of the target microarchitecture,
while MBL is used to specify the architectural parameters and
the behavior of instructions for the target ASIP.
The MSL description consists of declarations of hardware resources such as busses, latches, multiplxer, functional units, and
interconnections among the hardware resources. Fig. 4 shows
portions of MSL and MBL descriptions for predefined architecture and instruction set. The MSL description Fig. 4(a) represents the hardware structure of DALU part of the predefined architecture shown in Fig. 1. The hardware resource is declared
in the resource clause, and the interconnections among them
are described in dflow clause. The MBL description Fig. 4(b)
represents hardware parameters for target processor and each
instruction's low-level mechanisms such as bit operation and
timing information. The hardware clause describes the architectural parameters for each resource. In this example, the width
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of each bus and execution unit is 32 b, and the accumulator
consists of four different 32-b registers. During each instruction
cycle, the behavior of instruction fetch and instruction decode
stages, which are identical for all instructions, are not included
in the specification of ISA. Only the behavior of the remaining
pipeline stages, i.e., operand read, execute, and result write, of
each instruction is specified in the def_inst clause and operand
clause as follows.
• The def_inst clause represents the mnemonic and the instruction behavior in detail: opcode, arithmetic function,
and flag fields that are affected by the execution of instruction and the number of execution stages in the pipeline
needed to execute the instruction.
• The operand clause defines the type of operands.
The example shows that ADD instruction, whose opcode is
8-b 00 000 000, adds S1 and Dst and writes the result to Dst.
The flag fields affected by ADD instruction are carry , over, zero
, and negative
. The number of execution
flow
stages for ADD instruction is one. The MSL and MBL descriptions for the predefined architecture and instruction set are provided to the user for the initial design. Modification of the design, including addition/deletion of some features to/from the
initial design, can be performed by changing the descriptions.
The deletion of optional instruction is straightforward. In the
case of adding user-defined instructions, there are two restrictions in describing the target processor for the sake of simplicity.
1) Control instructions such as branch, jump, and return are
not supported as user-defined instructions.
2) All user-defined instructions have at most two source
operands and one destination operand.
Even though the restrictions limit the user's freedom to define application-specific instructions, they are not significant.
The control flow of DSP application is rather simple, and the
predefined instruction set already includes various control instructions including zero-overhead looping (hardware do-loop),
many kinds of branching, etc. The second restriction comes
from the fixed-sized instruction word. When an operation needs
more operands, a proper sequence of instructions for the operation can be used.
If the user wants to add new arithmetic/logic operations, he
can simply do so by including the description for the corresponding functional blocks in the MSL description and newly
defining the instructions in the MBL description. The modification can be fully supported by the system tools such as instruction set simulator (ISS), assembler, compiler, performance
analyzer, and HDL code generator (see Section IV).
IV. ASIP DESIGN FLOW UNDER METACORE ENVIRONMENT
Fig. 5 shows the ASIP design flow under the MetaCore environment. The inputs to MetaCore system are benchmark programs and processor specification described using MSL and
MBL. At first, MetaCore system parses the processor specification and generates control files for MetaCore system softwares.
The control files consist of architectural information used for
each system software.
The design exploration in the initial design stage directly affects the quality of the final design. In the MetaCore system,

Fig. 4. The processor specification of predefined architecture and instruction
set using MSL and MBL.

such tools as MCC (C compiler), MASM (assembler), MISS
(instruction set simulator), and MPA (performance analyzer)
help the user explore the instruction set space. After a successful
design exploration, the design generation corresponds to the design transformation from the higher level specification to the
lower level implementation, which is handled by SMART, an
HDL code generator for the MetaCore architecture.
The design exploration and design generation in the MetaCore system can be done in the very abstract level, while the
definition of low-level details and constraints are described in
the system library. The system library consists of descriptions
of macro blocks in the form of parameterized HDL and physical details such as cost, speed, and power.
A. Design Exploration
The main task of the design exploration stage is to evaluate
the target design through estimating lower level implementation
characteristics based on the instruction-level analysis of benchmark programs. The user can, based on the estimations of speed,
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Fig. 5. The ASIP design flow under the MetaCore environment consisting of design exploration stage (E1, E2, and E3) and design generation stage (G1, G2,
and G3, which are performed by an HDL code generator, SMART). TDM, MDF, and TRF are control files for controlling the translation process of C-compiler
(MCC) and assembler (MASM) as generated by parsing the processor specification input.

power, and area, optimize the target design by tuning the data
path and/or instruction set and newly defining application-specific instructions with the corresponding macro blocks if necessary. As shown in Fig. 5, the related design steps for the design
exploration are from steps E1 to E3. The operations in each design step and its associated tools are described below.
1) Machine Code Generation (Step E1): MCC and MASM,
which translate the application programs in C and assembly
code into object code, respectively, have retargetability to
support the instruction set variation. The retargetability of
MCC is based upon the compiler–compiler method introduced
by GCC (GNU C-Compiler) [15]. The whole compilation
process is divided into two steps. In the first step, which is
a machine-independent process, MCC translates the source
program into register-transfer level (RTL) representation. In
the second step, MCC translates the RTL representation into
the assembly code. The control files, i.e., machine description
file (MDF) and target description macros (TDM’s) generated
by parser, control the translation process. MDF defines the
mapping rule between patterns of RTL representation and
instructions, while TDM consists of such parameters as stack
area, and number of registers. The two major jobs in the second
step are code selection and register allocation [15], [16]. In
the code selection, nodes of the dataflow graph represented
using the RTL are covered with patterns that correspond to
instructions. The pattern for each instruction is described in
MDF.
It was shown that the problem of generating optimal
coverings, i.e., pattern matching, is NP-complete [22]. Fur-

thermore, the result of pattern matching is highly dependent
on the coding style of the source program. In an FIR filter
example from DSPstone [20], shown in Fig. 6(a), the operation
ph ph index
px px index ” and the operation 7
2 “
” together correspond to an MAC instruction. In
“
the original RTL representation in Fig. 6(c), the multiplication
and the addition are separated from each other. Hence, MCC
cannot directly match the operations to the MAC instruction
pattern in Fig. 6(b). As a result, multiplication and addition are
individually mapped to MUL and ADD instructions rather than
an MAC instruction.
To reduce the effect of coding style and enhance the quality
of the code selection, node reordering is used. In Fig. 6(a), the
operation 7 is not dependent on any operation between operation
2 and operation 7. So, the operation 7 can be moved next to the
operation 2 such that the two operations can be mapped to an
MAC instruction.
To reorder the original RTL description, MCC performs as
soon as possible (ASAP) scheduling [23] for all operations
in the RTL. From the ASAP-scheduled code, MCC can efficiently find the target operation to be reordered since the data
dependency between operations can be easily recognized and
the search depth is limited to the depth of the target instruction
pattern graph. Using the ASAP-scheduled code in Fig. 6(d),
an MAC pattern can be found by searching two consecutive
control steps for a multiplication followed by an addition
because the depth of the MAC instruction pattern graph is two.
In the ASAP-scheduled code “(set p (mul T1, T2))” and “(set
y (add y, p))” are scheduled in consecutive control steps and
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Fig. 6. The procedure of the code selection performed by MCC. To enhance the quality of the code selection, a code reordering technique is used.

can be mapped to an MAC instruction. Then MCC reorders
the RTL description such that two operations are consecutively
located, as shown in Fig. 6(e). Finally, MCC performs the
pattern matching between the reordered RTL and instruction
patterns. The final code containing an MAC operation is shown
in Fig. 6(f).
After the code selection, register allocation is performed. In
the process of translating C into RTL, MCC assumes that there
is infinite number of registers, i.e., the number of identical registers used in RTL representation is much larger than the number
of registers of the target ASIP. Hence, it is necessary to assign
the identical registers in RTL representation to real registers of
the target ASIP. In the process of register allocation, if some registers in RTL representation cannot be assigned to real registers
because of the shortage of registers in the target ASIP, they are
saved to the stack area described in the TDM, which is accessed
using the address pointer. MCC performs register allocation by
using the algorithm used in GCC [15].
After generating the assembly code of the application program, MASM translates the assembly code into a binary file
which can be simulated on MISS. The retargeting of MASM is
controlled by translation rule file (TRF) which defines the mapping rule between assembly mnemonic and encoding bit pattern
for each instruction.
2) Instruction-Level Execution Trace Generation (Step
E2): MetaCore Instruction Set Simulator (MISS) simulates
the target ASIP by interpreting the effects of instructions in the
object code and generates an instruction-level execution trace
of the benchmark program. MISS can also be reconfigured
to support the variation in the architecture and instruction set
based on the information in the instruction definition file (IDF)
which consists of encoding bit pattern and the sequence of
function names required to simulate the instruction. The details
of MISS can be found in [17].
3) Performance Analysis (Step E3): Based on the analysis of
an instruction-level execution trace of the benchmark program,

Fig. 7. Examples of instruction distillation and instruction condensation.

MPA generates such statistics as the execution time and total
hardware cost. If the current processor specification satisfies the
design constraints given as required performance, cost, or performance/cost ratio, the user proceeds to design generation step.
Otherwise, the user has to modify the processor specification.
MPA also helps the user optimize the target processor design
toward the given application by providing such information as
the UC of each instruction and the frequent sequence of contiguous instructions which can be redefined as a new application-specific instruction.
B. Instruction-Level Design Refinement
Two methods of instruction-level design optimization in
the MetaCore system are instruction distillation and condensation. Distillation corresponds to eliminating infrequent
instructions, while condensation corresponds to replacing a
frequent sequence of contiguous instructions by a newly defined application-specific instruction. Fig. 7 shows an example
of distillation and condensation. In this example, the original
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instruction sequence (a) is transformed into a new sequence
(b) by distillation, i.e., substitution of the instruction ABS by
a four-instruction sequence, which takes more clock cycles
while requiring less hardware cost. On the other hand, frequent
instruction sequence shown as the shadowed box in (a) can be
replaced by a new instruction MAX by condensation as shown
in (c), which takes fewer clock cycles, but requires additional
hardware cost.
The two instruction-level optimization methods can be performed with the help of MPA. The major tasks of MPA for distillation are to dispel the O-set instructions which fail to satisfy
the instruction selection criterion (see Section V) and to estimate its effect on the performance and cost. Although the effect
of distillations can be calculated after the modification of processor descriptions and design evaluation (through steps E1–E3
in Fig. 5), the procedure will take substantial simulation time.
Hence, to reduce the simulation time, MPA immediately performs distillations for the selected O-set instructions and evaluates the effect. The distillation procedure is straightforward,
i.e., substituting the selected O-set instructions with the corresponding B-set instruction sequences.
The objective of MPA for condensation is denoting the
frequent sequences of contiguous instructions. The sequence
of instructions can be redefined as a new instruction which
can reduce total execution time. To find out frequent sequences of contiguous instructions, MPA uses a structure
known as a weighted control flow graph (WCFG), which is
a directed graph with instructions as nodes. Each node is
weighted with the number of execution of the corresponding
instruction. Edges in the graph represent the control transfers between instructions. The WCFG is constructed after
instruction-level simulation using MISS.
At first, MPA invokes an empty table, called instruction
sequence table (IST), which consists of a number of entries each containing a subgraph and its occurrence. From
the start node of the WCFG, MPA performs graph matching
between the subgraph of current search window and previously founded subgraphs listed in IST. The size of search
window is determined by the user constraint such as the maximum length of sequence of instructions and the maximum
number of operands. If the current subgraph matches one
of the previously founded subgraphs in IST, MPA updates
the number of occurrences of the subgraph. Otherwise, the
current subgraph is newly registered in IST. The matching
between subgraphs is tested in a topological point of view.
For example, the subgraph S0 in Fig. 8 is identical to S1. For
S0 and S2, they are not identical, but topologically equivalent, i.e., the instruction sequence and the data dependency
between instructions are the same for S0 and S2. We can see
that S0 and S3 are different since the data dependencies in
two code sequences are different. If the current subgraph is
identical or topologically equivalent to one of subgraphs in
IST, the two subgraphs are considered to be matched since
both of two subgraphs can be defined as the same instruction.
When the search window reaches the end node and all nodes
in the WCFG were tested, MPA reports the subgraphs whose occurrence exceeds the threshold as given by the user. After that,
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Fig. 8. Matching between subgraphs in a topological point of view. Two
subgraphs S0 and S2 are not identical, but topologically equivalent since the
instruction sequence and the data dependency between instructions are the
same between S0 and S2.

based on the subgraphs, definition and design of new instructions can be done according the user's intuition.
C. Design Generation
In the design generation stage, a synthesis tool called SMART
is used to translate the given processor specification into the
corresponding HDL code. The HDL code generation process
as performed by SMART is divided into three steps, as shown
in Fig. 9.
1) Macro Block Generation (Step G1): In this step, SMART
generates necessary functional blocks that support instructions
described in the behavioral specification. SMART accesses the
parameterized macro block in the MetaCore system library and
assigns the parameters for each macro block such as the size of
register/memory and bit width of each functional block to the
value specified in hardware configuration in MBL specification.
2) Control Path Synthesis (Step G2): In control path
synthesis, a data-stationary control model [18] is used for
the pipeline design. In this model, the opcode is transmitted
through each stage of pipeline in synchrony with data. At each
stage, the opcode together with a possible flag bit from the
data path is decoded to generate the control signals necessary
to drive the datapath. The decoders for each pipeline stage are
derived from the relationship between instructions and control
input of functional blocks.
The basic operations of controller such as program counter
(PC) updating, branching, and interrupt handling of the MetaCore are predefined using HDL code. Hence, the control path
synthesis in SMART only needs to generate the decoder logic
for each pipeline stage.
3) Connectivity Synthesis (Step G3): Finally, SMART connects all control inputs and data input/output busses of each
functional block to appropriate control outputs of decoder and
system busses.
V. DESIGN EXAMPLE
In this section, we show the effectiveness of the MetaCore
system and the proposed design methodology using an ASIP
design targeted for global system for mobile communication
(GSM) application [19].
Fig. 10 shows the block diagram of GSM system. In the
design of ASIP targeted for GSM, we use the GSM base-band
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Fig. 9. HDL code generation performed by SMART consisting of three steps,
i.e., macro block generation, control path synthesis, and connectivity synthesis.

functions, i.e., speech coding, channel coding, equalization,
channel decoding, and speech decoding, which are programmed
in C language as benchmark programs. The initial design is
started with the specifications of predefined instruction set and
the base architecture shown in Fig. 1. MCC and MASM are
used to translate the given benchmark programs into machine
codes, and MISS is used to simulate the programs and generate
various instruction-level execution trace using 1-s speech data
as input. Then, MPA analyzes the instruction trace and produces
UC of the each predefined instruction, as shown in Table I.
Based on the instruction UC and the associated hardware cost,
we developed a decision criterion which is applied to each instruction to decide whether to include it or not, i.e., the following
inequality, which is an extension from [6], must be met to accept the instruction within the instruction set:

where denotes the number of cycles for executing benchmark
denotes the total gate count divided by the
program, while
number of instructions, i.e., average number of gates needed to
denotes cycle
implement each of the predefined instruction.
is negative
count gain due to the inclusion of the instruction (
represents additional
when the cycle count is reduced), and
gate count needed to implement the instruction. The above inequality criterion denotes that the instruction is accepted if it
( is set to one in our experiment) of the
reduces at least
total clock cycles while the additional hardware cost due to the
inclusion of the instruction stays within the average number of
logic gates per instruction. If multiple instructions shared the
same functional unit such that the inequality cannot be applied
to each instruction independently, we grouped them and tested
the acceptance of the group using the inequality. The result of
acceptance or rejection of each optional instruction according
to the above rule is shown in Table II.
In Table II, UC denotes the number of occurrences of each instruction for each benchmark program. Cycles saved (CS) represents the number of clock cycles saved by each execution of the
instruction. For example, instruction BCR (bit clear) in the third
row of Table II, which clears arbitrary bit position of destination

Fig. 10.

Block diagram of GSM system.

operand, can be substituted by the sequence of load high-immediate value (LHI), load immediate value (LDI), and AND (logical AND) instructions. Hence, the CS of BCR is two, because
three-cycle instruction sequence is condensed into one instrucdenotes the total number
tion (cycle). Number of cycles
of execution cycles before the inclusion of the instruction. According to the instruction acceptance criterion, only four optional instructions, IDIV, MAC, MPY, and RND are accepted,
is negative.
where
Further design refinement was performed based on the information on frequent sequences of contiguous instructions extracted by MPA. We have devised five application-specific instructions to replace the corresponding sequence of contiguous
instructions. The results are listed in Table III. (The instructions
listed in Table III also satisfy the same decision criterion used to
decide the acceptance of predefined instructions.) For example,
instruction SDIS is in the last row of Table III, which calculates
the square distance of two complex numbers, which is used in
Viterbi equalization. SDIS condenses ten-cycle instruction sequence into two cycles. Hence, the cycles saved is eight. The
multiplication of UC and cycles saved represents the overall
benefit due to the inclusion of the instruction.
To generate the target processor and system software
equipped with the instructions in Table III, we modified the
processor descriptions as described in Section III-B and added
the information on a newly designed functional unit to the
system library. Additionally, we also directly inserted the
patterns for the instructions to MDF (see Section IV-A) such
that C compiler can translate the corresponding sequences of
primitive instructions to the instructions in Table III.
Fig. 11 shows performance and cost of various ASIP designs
EM0, EM1, and EM2 as generated by MetaCore. EM0 is the
initial design containing all predefined instructions of the MetaCore system. EM1 is the design obtained by instruction distil,
lation method based on the accept/reject formula,
while EM2 is the design containing all application-specific instructions listed in Table III. EM1 has about 20% advantage over
EM0 in terms of performance/cost ratio, while EM2 has 79%
and 48% advantage over EM0 and EM1, respectively.
EM2 was selected as the final design for GSM application. Using SMART, HDL code was generated for EM2
from the MSL and MBL descriptions (the size of MSL and
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TABLE I
EACH PREDEFINED INSTRUCTION FOR EACH FUNCTIONAL BLOCK OF THE GSM APPLICATION PROGRAM: OPTIONAL
INSTRUCTIONS GROUPED AS A CLASS USE THE SAME FUNCTIONAL BLOCK

TABLE II
RESULT OF ACCEPT/REJECT FOR EACH OF THE PREDEFINED INSTRUCTIONS IN THE OPTIONAL CLASS ACCORDING TO THE DECISION RULE: IN THIS EXPERIMENT,
G IS 18 064=40 452, WHEREAS 18064 IS THE TOTAL GATE COUNT NECESSARY TO IMPLEMENT ALL THE PREDEFINED INSTRUCTIONS AND 40 IS THE
NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONS OF THE PREDEFINED INSTRUCTION SET. P WAS SET TO ONE IN THIS EXPERIMENT

'

TABLE III
FIVE USER-DEFINED APPLICATION-SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS FOR GSM APPLICATION. CMPY AND SDIS ARE TWO-CYCLE INSTRUCTIONS

MBL descriptions for EM2 are 74 and 1079 lines, respectively). Peripherals such as serial/parallel input/output and
timer were attached to EM2, and the result chip is called
MDSP-II [21]. The lower level implementations, logic synthesis, and physical layout were done using the HDL code
and verified with benchmark programs. Fig. 12 shows a photomicrograph of MDSP-II which consists of DSP core obtained as EM2, 12-Kbyte program memory, 8-Kbyte data
memory, and peripherals. The special functional block called
mobile communication acceleration unit (MCAU) supports
the application-specific instructions listed in Table III. The
9.8 mm using
dimension of the MDSP-II chip is 9.7 mm
the 0.6- m CMOS trilevel metal (TLM) process technology.
The peak performance is 55 MHz with the 5-V supply, with
the average power consumption of 12 mW/MIPS.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a DSP-oriented ASIP development system called MetaCore that can generate efficient
ASIP using benchmark-driven design methodology. The MetaCore system helps the user during the whole process of DSP
ASIP design from design exploration to design generation. In
the design exploration phase, users can obtain the optimized instruction set by deleting infrequently used instructions from the
predefined instruction set of MetaCore and/or newly defining
application-specific instructions with the help of such tools as
assembler (MASM), C compiler (MCC), instruction set simulator (MISS), and performance analyzer (MPA) as provided
by the MetaCore system. In the design generation phase, users
can simply obtain the HDL code of the target ASIP equipped
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Fig. 11. Performance (as measured by the inverse of cycle count) and cost
(gate count) of various ASIP designs EM0, EM1, and EM2 as generated by the
MetaCore design framework. Cycle counts of EM0, EM1, and EM2 are 52.2,
52.2, and 27.3 M, respectively, while gate counts of EM0, EM1, and EM2 are
18.1, 15.0, and 19.4 K, respectively. The move (1) from EM0 to EM1 is to reduce
the gate count by excluding some relatively less demanding instructions, while
the move (2) from EM1 to EM2 is to significantly improve the performance
with the adoption of some application-specific hardware blocks at the marginal
increase of the gate count.

Fig. 12.

Photomicrograph of MDSP-II.

with the user-defined application-specific instructions with the
help of the HDL code generator, SMART. In the whole design
process, the interaction between the user and the system software is provided by the structural/behavioral processor specification languages (MSL/MBL), which have been originally
developed for the purpose of flexibility and simplicity in describing the target ASIP. The effectiveness of MetaCore system
has been shown using real-world design examples. In the MetaCore system, the instruction set is optimized by the selection
among the predefined instruction set and newly defining application-specific instructions based on the decision on information such as the execution time, gate count, and UC of each instruction. A programmable DSP processor called MDSP-II targeted for GSM application has been successfully demonstrated
using the proposed MetaCore system.
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